Product Overview
EhloMail provides a low-cost, managed email platform allowing you to securely exchange
email messages, calendar appointments, contacts, files, chat, and task information from
desktops, laptops or mobile devices.

Superior End-User Experience
By providing a rich, consistent user experience on all major platforms (Windows, Mac,
Linux) - online through all Web browsers and via any desktop email client (MS Outlook,
Mac Mail, Thunderbird, etc.) - EhloMail increases end user satisfaction and reduces support
costs and user training needs. EhloMail’s easy-to-use interface also includes collaboration
tools, sophisticated mail filters and powerful search for large inboxes, calendars and
attachments.

Be smart with your time and money
Organizations are under constant pressure to reduce the TCO (total cost of ownership) of
IT (information technology) operations.
The overhead of IT management for email is a significant consideration in overall TCO.
EhloMail provides simple email administration compared to other email platforms, using
the administration console. With the admin console, IT staff can create and manage
accounts, restore email accounts, reset user passwords, and more.
Costing less than a cup of coffee per user, per month, EhloMail is an affordable, reliable
and hassle-free alternative to running your own in-house Exchange server.
Cut down email hosting related costs and free up your IT team’s time, so they can focus on
projects that actually bring you money!

Is spam getting the best of you?
With hundreds of spam emails flooding your inbox every day, even trying to identify a
legitimate email from a malicious one can be a struggle. We are committed to putting a
stop to all of this unsolicited correspondence and helping you focus on the important
conversations instead.
What’s more, we know that protecting data from viruses, spam, malware and hackers
requires constant vigilance.
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All EhloMail plans come with a powerful anti-spam & antivirus protection as standard, with
custom filter rules available per mailbox.

EhloMail Security includes:
● inbound and outbound filtering

● zero-hour threat detection

● spam and content filtering

● imposter email detection

● virus blocking

● message quarantine and release

Worried about security and email loss?
Putting anything on the internet comes with risks. Hackers use email servers as gateways
into your organisation. From simple phishing attacks to rootkit bots, they can gain access
to all parts of your organisation. This is why security is so important!
Let us take over this burden!
We will ensure your mail server is duly patched and secured, so that your business emails
are always safe from the latest threat landscape.
Moreover, EhloMail supports enforced security policies like strong passwords, 2FA and
brute-force attack prevention, adding a powerful protection layer to your email accounts
and considerably decreasing the success rate of any potential hack.

Data governance made easy
Emails contain personal data due to their nature, which makes them subject to GDPR
requirements - including restrictions regarding the geographical location of the data.
Using global providers, such as G Suite or Office365, means that your emails may be
stored outside of the UK without your knowledge. This makes it increasingly difficult to
enforce data governance policies and, as a result, hosting your emails in-house sounds like
the only feasible option.
With EhloMail, your emails are hosted in a secure, GDPR compliant environment, based in
our Manchester, UK datacentre.
EhloMail helps SMBs reduce the potential negative impact of data loss by automatically
encrypting emails and ensuring safe delivery. In combination with custom retention
policies, Data Loss Prevention (DLP) and offsite archiving, EhloMail allows administrators
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to address any regulatory compliance concerns related to GDPR, PCI, HIPAA and other
similar standards in a very easy way.

Quick restores
Accidentally deleted an important email, file or task? We’ve all been there! No need to fret
though, we’ve got your back.
Email loss protection is provided by default on all plans. Our redundant backup solution
is configured to store duplicates of your email accounts, on two independent backup
instances.
With a retention period of 30 days, any items deleted from your inbox can be restored in
no time.

Minimise financial loss
You rely heavily on email to do business and whilst you might manage a few minutes
without email, what happens when your mail server is down for a few hours or even days?
Unfortunately, SMBs can rarely justify the cost of building a highly redundant messaging
infrastructure, but with EhloMail this is already covered by default..
With integrated business continuity, EhloMail allows you to continue sending and
receiving emails, even when your mail server is offline. This includes:
●
●

24x7 emergency inbox access, when the normal email environment is unavailable
Email spooling and failover

Switch to EhloMail today and get ready to say goodbye to lost customer orders or missed
notifications from your team and business partners!
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